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Art Market Fairs

represents Jack Pierson in New 
York. He will continue to work 
with Xavier Hu� ens, Thaddaeus 
Ropac and Regen Projects.

THE GALLERIES
Night Gallery has appointed 
Rachel Jennings as its East Coast 
senior director. Jennings will be the 
� rst person to hold this position 
in the gallery’s 11-year history. 
Jennings will be based in New York. 

The Los Angeles-based dealer 
David Kordansky has opened 
a 5,000sq. ft gallery in New 
York’s Chelsea district. 

Nara Roesler has appointed 
Rachel Tretter as director. She was 
previously at Albertz Benda.

David Zwirner has launched 
Consignments, a consignment 
portal on its website for 
secondary market activities.

Chatterjee & Lal in Mumbai 
has partnered with Baro Market 
to launch the design-focused 
gallery 47A in Mumbai. 

Kamel Mennour has appointed 
Christian Alandete as director. 
He was previously artistic 
director of the Fondation 
Giacometti for 10 years.

AUCTION 
HOUSES

Lilly Chan has been appointed 
director at Bonhams US.

London-based Runjeet Singh, 
Asian arms, armour and works of 

art dealer, has appointed 
Maël Baussand as 

gallery manager.

Freemans in Philadelphia has 
appointed Lourdes Winnick
head of the department of 
jewellery and watches. 

Pablo Rodriguez-Fraile is joining 
Web 3.0-focused investment 
management company Meta4 
Capital as an adviser.

Sotheby’s has opened a new 
gallery and o�  ce space in Brussels, 
45 years since it � rst opened in 
the Belgium city. The move to 
251 Avenue Louise will double its 
exhibition space to 1300 sq. m. 

FAIRS 
Abstract Art Fair, the world’s 
� rst sustainable art fair, launches 
in Isleworth, London, on 8 June, 
o� ering handcrafted, sustainable 
art, with the aim of encouraging 
investment in art produced in 
England with zero plastic.

ARTIST MOVES
Gagosian now represents Anna 
Weyant and Ashley Bickerton.

Mitchell-Innes & Nash now 
represents Rafael Delacruz.

Kristin Hjellegjerde Gallery
now represents Luella Bartley.

Kendall Koppe now represents 
Hamish Chapman.

Almine Rech now represents 
Mehdi Ghadyanloo and 
Ouattara Watts.

Blum & Poe now co-represents 
Lauren Quin, who will be 
shared with Friends Indeed 
Gallery in San Francisco. 

Peder Lund now 
represents Ida Ekblad.

Friends Indeed now 
co-represents Gabriella 
Boyd with Grimm Gallery.

Casterline|Goodman Gallery 
now represents Alison Van Pelt. 

  Lehmann Maupin
now represents Tammy 
Nguyen globally.

Andrew Kreps Gallery now 
represents Clare Rojas. 

Mitchell-Innes & 
Nash now represents 
Joanne Greenbaum.

Galerie Nagel 
Draxler now represents 
Kevin Abosch.

Lisson 
Gallery now 

Above (from left): Mortimer 
Chatterjee, Tara Lal and Srila 
Chatterjee, the co-directors of 
47-A. Below: Anna Weyant is now 
represented by Gagosian
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Art Basel bounces 
back and looks ahead
With new Paris fair on the horizon, Swiss flagship event is set 
for a return to pre-pandemic gallery numbers. By Anny Shaw

A rt Basel returns to its traditional June 
dates this month (16-19 June)—and with 
it some semblance of normality. Gone 
are the masks and on-site Covid testing, 

while visitor figures are expected to rebound to 
pre-pandemic levels. Gallery numbers are up, too: 
289 compared with 272 last year (and 290 in 2019). 

Referring to the regionalisation of art fairs we 
have seen during much of the pandemic, Marc 
Spiegler, Art Basel’s global director, notes how, in 
contrast, the Swiss event has “more galleries apply-
ing from places like the Middle East and Africa than 
ever before”. He adds: “What we’re seeing in terms 
of people applying to and planning to come to our 
shows is a continuation—if not an expansion—of 
the global art world.”

With such expansion comes a greater mix of 
artists. Unlimited, which this year features 70 large-
scale works, is, Spiegler says, “unprecedented in its 
diversity, o� ering our broadest ever range of artists, 
many with perspectives that were long-marginal-
ised in the art world”.

Among the ambitious projects being pre-
sented in the section are Barthélémy Toguo’s 
45-wood  panel installation, Bilongue (2020); 
Kennedy Yanko’s enormous hanging sculpture, 
By means other than the known senses (2022); a large-
scale painting from Mary Lovelace O’Neal’s 1970s 

Lampblack series; and Anna Maria Maiolino’s video 
work, Twice: X & Y, fi rst created in 1974 and never 
shown in public before.

Spiegler thinks that one of the few upsides to the 
pandemic was that it “triggered and accelerated a 
discussion about diversity and race—not just within 
the US, but more broadly within Western culture”.

Widen the radar
But, in order for real change to happen, Spiegler 
notes, “selection committees and fairs need to 
widen their radars, they need to look a second time 
and they need to be conscious of these issues”. At 
the same time, “galleries have to feel they’re in a 
position to take part in these expensive and compet-
itive fairs. And, with the support of collectors and 
institutions, I think this is coming together now”. 

There is a long list of fi rst-time galleries, among 
them Jahmek Contemporary Art from Luanda, 
Angola and OH Gallery from Dakar, Senegal; Athr 
Gallery, with exhibition spaces in Saudi Arabia’s 
Diriyah, Al-Ula and Jeddah; Mariane Ibrahim, with 
spaces in Paris and Chicago; and Proyectos Ultra-
violeta from Guatemala City, which is bringing a 
project by the Mayan artist Edgar Calel.

As for the Basel brand, expansion is happening 
closer to home. In October, over the dates normally 
occupied by Fiac, Paris+ par Art Basel launches at 

the temporary Grand Palais Éphémère. Spiegler 
anticipates the selection for Paris to be “one of 
the toughest yet”, with around 60% fewer stands 
(around 160 in total) than the other Art Basel fairs. 

Paris was a natural choice, Spiegler says, as a 
city that is attracting “some of the most important 
galleries in the world”. David Zwirner, Mariane 
Ibrahim and White Cube have recently moved in—
while others such as Kamel Mennour and Perrotin 
are expanding. 

Furthermore, private collectors are setting up 
museums in the French capital on an unparalleled 
scale. There is François Pinault’s Bourse de Com-
merce, the Cartier Foundation’s move to enormous 
new premises beside the Louvre in 2024 and the 
Hôtel de la Marine on the Place de la Concorde. 
Add to that a new crop of museum directors at 
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BELGIUM
Brafa Art Fair, Brussels
19-26 JUNE

DENMARK
Art Nordic, Copenhagen
24-26 JUNE 

ITALY
Salone del Mobile, Milan
7-12 JUNE

SWITZERLAND
VOLTA Basel
13-19 JUNE

Liste Art Fair, Basel
13-19 JUNE

Photo Basel
14-19 JUNE

Paper Positions, Basel
14-19 JUNE

Art Basel
16-19 JUNE

Design Miami, Basel
16-19 JUNE

RHY Art Fair, Basel
16-19 JUNE

THE 
NETHERLANDS
Tefaf Maastricht
25-30 JUNE

UK
Masterpiece London
29 JUNE-6 JULY

Fairs

the Louvre, the Pompidou, the Palais de Tokyo, the 
Petit Palais and the Musee d’Orsay and you have a 
“generational shift within the Paris art scene”, as 
Spiegler puts it.

Art Basel’s own gear shift can in large part be 
attributed to James Murdoch, who became a board 
member and anchor shareholder of the fair’s parent 
company MCH Group in December 2020. Prior to 
that, MCH had pulled in its horns, choosing to halt 
the development of a portfolio of regional art fairs. 
As Spiegler says: “To his full credit, James jumped 
in at a time when many other companies stepped 
back. We’re part of a broader network now. And 
that’s really valuable.” 

Ukrainian avant-garde artist 
to be championed at Tefaf
Works by Oleksandr Bohomazov, priced up to €1.75m, will 
be presented by James Butterwick and Modernism galleries
By Sophia Kishkovsky

MAASTRICHT. James Butterwick is perhaps best-
known as a dealer in Russian avant-garde art, but in 
recent years he has been focusing on the market for 
Ukrainian artists. At Tefaf Maastricht (25-30 June), 
he is presenting 25 pieces by Oleksandr Bohoma-
zov, a leading member of the Ukrainian avant-garde 
whose life centred on Kyiv, where one of his grand-
daughters still lives and his former homes have 
miraculously survived Russian bombardment. 

The dealer, who fi rst saw Bohomazov’s works at 
the Barbican in 1988, acknowledges that his push to 
market the artist’s work might be misinterpreted 
as cynical. (Butterwick is donating 15% of his Tefaf 
profi ts to Ukrainian relief funds.) “Some will say 
I’m just doing it to sell the work,” Butterwick says. 
“But what I am doing is promoting a top avant-
garde artist. I don’t think Bohomazov is as great as 
[Kazimir] Malevich. But I don’t think he’s a million 
miles away.”

Just as Malevich has been at the centre of debates 
about Russian colonialism in art, Butterwick says 
unequivocally that Bohomazov, who was ethni-
cally Russian, belongs to Ukraine. “He was born in 
Ukraine,” Butterwick says. “Of his 50 years on earth, 
46 were spent in Kyiv or around Kyiv. That puts him 
fairly clearly in the Ukrainian camp.”

Bohomazov’s prices have skyrocketed since 
the 1990s. At Maastricht, Butterwick and Martin 
Muller of San Francisco’s Modernism gallery are 
o� ering 19 works on paper, priced between €20,000 
and €165,000, and six oil paintings, ranging from 
€250,000 to €1.75m for Bohomazov’s Landscape, 
Caucasus (undulating composition, 1915). Self-Portrait
(1914-15) is priced at £950,000. The works will also 
be shown at Butterwick’s London gallery on 9 June.

Bohomazov’s wife, Wanda Monastyrska, with 
whom he initially had a tortured courtship, was 
central to his life and art, and is depicted in several 
portraits on show at Tefaf. Butterwick has a close 
relationship with the pair’s granddaughters and 
provides insights into the couple’s relationship. 

In the portrait Wanda Monastyrska in Front of a New 
Year Tree (1911, €40,000), “she is actually starting to 
be interested in Bohomazov not just as an artist 
but as a potential partner”, Butterwick says. “She is 
looking at him, but in this slightly suspicious way.”

After Bohomazov died of tuberculosis in 1930, 
Monastyrska hid his work from the Soviet state, 
which had turned against the avant-garde, and 
dragged it in a cart to safety after the Nazis invaded 
during the Second World War. His oeuvre was redis-
covered and displayed, still with some risk, in the 
1960s. The provenance of all but one of the works 
at Tefaf is traceable directly to the family.

Tefaf takes place this month instead of its usual 
March spot after the fair was postponed in Decem-
ber due to the spread of the Omicron variant of 
Covid-19. Dealer numbers are up to 243, including 
21 that are exhibiting for the fi rst time. Among the 
star European paintings on show are Gustave Cour-
bet’s Young Girl Sleeping (1847) at Gallery 19C and Luca 
Giordano’s The Triumph of Galatea (1675) at Colnaghi 
Gallery. The Museum Boijmans Van Beuningen in 
Rotterdam, a recipient of the Tefaf Museum Resto-
ration Fund, will display Vincent van Gogh’s Poplars 
near Nuenen (1885)—the fi rst time a work has been 
shown pre-restoration.

Kennedy Yanko’s By means other than the known 
senses (2022) will appear in Unlimited

James Butterwick is bringing Bohomazov’s 
Landscape, Caucasus (undulating composition, 1915) 
to Tefaf with a price tag of  €1.75m


